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Deliver The Water
M

ister Landscaper prides itself on giving the homeowner commercial grade products that can be used at home as well as in the
fields of commercial industry. Misters, Spinners, and Swap Tops are no exception. The one major advantage to these Mister Landscaper products is their incredible watering efficiency. In combination with the Violet Flow Controller, these products use only 10 GPH
(gallons of water per hour). Whereas, some commercial low-volume irrigation can use as much as 30 - 40 GPH. Those are great savings even by low-volume standards. Our Misters, Spinners, and Swap Tops are NOT foggers that atomize water. Our products have low
angle-flat fan sprays to efficiently irrigate using a uniform spray pattern. These low angle sprays with heavy water droplets also help to
prevent wind drift.

MLM-05

Small Full Circle Spinner
This solid green Spinner is an ideal solution for watering
smaller landscape or garden areas where full coverage is
desired. This Spinner has eight outlets to throw the water in a
uniform coverage up to 38 square feet. 5 Spinners per card 		
				
5-7 ft. diameter small circle pattern		

MLM-15

Lowe’s Item # 71214

Large Full Circle Spinner
This green and gray Spinner utilizes only two outlets, allowing
for increased pressure and longer spray distances. This Spinner
covers up to 120 square feet and is ideal for large landscape
and garden areas. 10 Spinners per bag
10-12 ft. diameter large circle pattern		

MLM-01

Lowe’s Item # 87864

End Strip Micro Spray
This violet End Strip Mister provides a narrow directional
spray that makes it ideal for the ends of walk ways or narrow
landscapes.
5 Misters per card
4-5 ft. radius end strip pattern (Width of Spray 1-2 ft.)

MLM-02

Center Strip Micro Spray
This yellow Center Strip Mister is a great solution for watering
narrow walk ways and landscapes.
5 Misters per card
4-4.5 ft. radius center strip pattern (Width of Spray 1-2 ft.)

